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 Ongoing GP Supports in relation to Novel Therapeutic Agents – Paxlovid 

Dear Doctor, 

I refer to Circular NCO-18-2022, dated 25th November, which outlined Covid payment changes and the ongoing 
supports to General Practitioners in relation to Novel Therapeutic Agents (Paxlovid).   

Further detailed guidance has been developed on the process for ordering PCR and Rapid Antigen test kits, 
and on the packaging, transport and recording of PCR tests. GPs may, at their discretion, order test kits. Testing 
will only occur based on a clinical assessment where a clinician requires the result to contribute to the diagnosis 
and management of an individual patient. 

The full guidance is attached across – please click on the icon to open. 

At present community testing (patient self-referral online) is still available, but it is anticipated this will be wound 
down in due course. 

Ordering of stock will be enabled through the DMS portal from 2nd December onwards. To ensure delivery of 
initial stock by 9th December, GP practices can request an unplanned DMS order for an initial stock of PCR and 
Rapid Antigen Detection Test (RADT) kits, which should be made by COB December 6th to ensure delivery by 
December 9th. 

Full details of the contents of each type of test kit is included within the guidance pack, and each practice will 
receive two sample packs of Rapid Antigen tests in the next few days. 

Please also note the following changes to order and delivery schedules over Christmas and New Year: 

• Last order date: Wednesday 21st December
• Last delivery date: Friday 23rd December
• No service from Saturday 24th December to Tuesday 27th December inclusive
• Top-up orders need to be made by midday on Wednesday 28th December to ensure delivery by Friday

30th December
• No service from Saturday 31st December to Monday 2nd January inclusive
• Normal schedules resume from Tuesday 3rd January onwards.

A dedicated support line is in place for any queries relating to any aspect of the service, which you can contact 
on 1800 807113 during business hours (9am – 5pm, Monday – Friday). 
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Introduction


The Public Health approach to the management of COVID-19 is moving from extensive case finding and tracing of 


infection, to reduce transmission, towards a response focused on mitigation of the severe impacts of COVID-19. This will 


focus on those most vulnerable to the disease, and those with risk factors who may benefit from specific interventions.


This purpose of this document is to provide a comprehensive guide on 


the operational requirements to support General Practitioners in the 


assessment and diagnosis of patients within the relevant risk groups. 


It is to assist GPs in day-to-day activities related to COVID-19 and 


outline relevant contact points in the event of queries on the process.


In line with established practices, and for the relevant patients only, the 


GP can assess and consult on the prescribing of Paxlovid. Either a PCR 


or Antigen (including self-administered) test can be used in making that 


clinical decision.


Treatment for COVID-19 is currently recommended for people who are 


at the highest risk of becoming seriously ill from COVID-19.







Highest risk patient groups 


Below are the highest risk groups, as per current Public Health guidance, for consideration with Paxlovid treatment if 


required.


The following patient groups have been identified as at the highest risk


from COVID-19:


• Are immunocompromised and have a weak immune system


• Have not been fully vaccinated and are aged 65 or over


• Have not been fully vaccinated and have additional risk factors


Highest risk groups


Patients may also be considered for Paxlovid if they are:


• Vaccinated and aged 75 or over


• Vaccinated and aged 65 or over with additional risk factors


Additional considerations


Full guidance, to assist prescribers in determining eligibility and suitability for treatment with Paxlovid, is available in the HSE Interim Guidance for 


the Pharmacological Management of Patients with COVID-19 at the link found here



https://www.hse.ie/eng/about/who/acute-hospitals-division/drugs-management-programme/hse-interim-guidance-for-the-pharmacological-management-of-patients-hospitalised-with-covid-19.pdf





The necessary operational changes have been made to support GPs in the diagnosis and future management of 


an individual patient in relation to COVID-19. Below is a high-level summary of the process.


High-level activities


PCR and Antigen 


test kits will be 


supplied to GP 


practices via the 


existing PPE 


ordering process


PCR samples will 


be logged via an 


adapted version 


of the Healthlink


referral form


If the PCR test is 


not recorded in 


Healthlink, there 


will be a delay in 


the results being 


reported as they 


would be issued 


via paper rather 


than via 


Healthlink/SMS


PCR samples are 


to be transported 


to the local 


hospital laboratory 


using existing 


methods of sample 


transportation


• The central 


logistics partner 


will collect the 


samples from the 


hospital 


laboratory and 


transport to 


NVRL for testing


Results will be 


returned 


via Healthlink and 


to the patient via 


SMS


Results will be 


issued via paper if 


the test has not 


been recorded on 


Healthlink


The sample 


turnaround time 


will generally be 


within 48 hours 


(and may be over 


72 hours for 


weekend testing)


• This turnaround 


time may 


influence the 


chosen testing 


modality


Samples for PCR 


testing may be 


obtained in-


surgery, on a 


house-call or in a 


residential care 


facility (RCF)


A dedicated GP 


support team is 


available to deal 


with any service 


queries







Patient treatment pathway for PCR testing


Patient feels 


unwell


Patient in the relevant 


high risk group 


contacts their GP


GP assesses 


the patient


GP determines whether 


a PCR test is required to 


contribute to their 


diagnosis and treatment*


PCR sample obtained if 


required


All samples, 


nationwide, are 


transported from 


local hospital 


laboratories to NVRL 


for testing


PCR samples 


transported 


to NVRL for 


testing


GP utilises existing 


methods of 


transporting patient 


samples to the local 


hospital laboratory to 


transport the PCR 


sample/s


PCR sample 


sent to local 


hospital 


laboratory


PCR test 


result 


provided
The COVID-19 result 


is returned to the GP 


through Healthlink 


and to the patient by 


SMS


Treatment 


plan discussed 


with patient


Based on the result of 


the PCR test, the GP 


provides the 


necessary 


treatment programme 


/ advice


1


2


3


4


5


6


*Depending on the circumstances, and based on their clinical judgement, the GP may decide to use a Rapid antigen test







PCR and Antigen kit ordering process


PCR and Antigen test kits are ordered via the DMS system, as per the existing PPE ordering process, and will 


be distributed weekly.


Deliveries will be made once per week in line with the existing PPE distribution schedule. 


Urgent deliveries can be facilitated if requested.


The DMS will be updated from December 2nd to allow for the ordering of PCR 


& Antigen kits. GP practices can request an ‘unplanned DMS order’ (via the 


usual process for unplanned PPE orders) for an initial stock of PCR and 


Rapid Antigen Detection Test (RADT) kits, which should be made by COB 


December 6th to ensure delivery by December 9th.


The new SKUs for the PCR and Antigen kits are:


• 9.6 Rapid Antigen Diagnostic Tests – 5 pack


• 9.7 Covid Specimen Testing Kit – 5 pack


Subsequent to this, GPs can order the required quantity of PCR & RADT kits 


weekly, via the DMS system (located here), as per the current PPE ordering 


process. PLEASE READ: Note that, by default, the order for these products when listed in 


the DMS are marked as SUSPENDED. On entering the quantity to be requested, the order for 


these products is changed to FULL ORDER. The order quantity is to be manually entered into 


the ‘Total Actual PPE for Distribution’ field from the edit option.


Sample images for PCR kits can be found here and RADT kits can be found here.


Stock management


Stock should be managed on a ‘first in, first out’ (FIFO) basis meaning that PCR 


and RADT kits which were received in-practice first should be used first. 



https://hseppe.powerappsportals.com/





PCR testing for patients in General Practice


The option to refer to a Community Test Centre has been removed from Healthlink, and the referral page updated to 


include an option whereby a GP can confirm a PCR sample has been taken.


The current referral process via Healthlink has been adapted to allow 


GPs to record PCR tests.


Healthlink will now require a “PCR Test Type” to be selected once 


the GP has determined that a PCR test is required.


The GP will create a Covid-19 referral on Healthlink, as per the 


current process, and select “Swab Completed” for samples obtained in-


surgery.


The details are sent to the testing laboratory via Swiftqueue to ensure all 


data pathways are retained, including notification of results.


Best practice would recommend that the test is not entered into 


Healthlink until the sample has actually been taken.







PCR / Antigen testing for patients in 
Residential Care Facilities (RCF)


PCR test


If the GP has determined that a PCR test is required, s/he is responsible 


to log the test in Healthlink. 


The GP will create a Covid-19 referral on Healthlink, as per the 


current process, and select “Swab Completed” for samples obtained in 


an RCF.


The responsibility for ensuring the sample reaches the swab logistics 


network lies with the individual taking the swab (e.g., If an RCF staff 


member takes the sample, they must ensure it is transported to the local 


hospital laboratory).


Antigen Test


If Rapid Antigen testing is being performed, there is no requirement to 


notify Public Health for isolated cases.


The RCF should notify their local Public Health lead where there are 


multiple positive cases / potential outbreak, as per normal processes.


Testing within a Residential Care Facility (RCF) may be completed by the GP or by appropriately competent Nursing 


home staff (as per current practice for bloods or other samples).


The GP may choose to supervise or administer a Rapid Antigen test as required







PCR testing for housebound patients


The GP may complete a test if already carrying out a house-call to examine the patient.


A Healthlink referral can also be created, to refer to the National Ambulance Service (NAS), when the GP determines the 


patient requires a test but is unable to visit the home to obtain this.


There are 2 options to consider, within the PCR Test Type, when 


creating the Healthlink referral in the event that the GP has deemed that 


a housebound patient requires a PCR test.


Option 1: Patient’s GP has assessed, the patient is unfit to travel 


(Home Test Required)


This option is selected if the GP is not making a house-call, but has 


assessed and determined that a PCR test is required, and is referring 


the patient to NAS for home testing.


Option 2: Swab Completed


The GP would select this option if they have carried out a PCR test on a 


house-call.


The responsibility for ensuring the PCR sample reaches the laboratory 


logistics network lies with the person taking the sample.







PCR sample transport


PCR samples should be transported to your local hospital laboratory, using existing methods of transporting 


patient samples. Samples will then be collected by the central logistics partner and delivered to NVRL for testing. 


All packaging components will be provided to the GP.


Once the PCR sample has been obtained, the swab should be packed as below. If packed incorrectly the sample may be rejected at NVRL 


laboratory.


• Ensure the swab is inserted into the vial and lid is secured


• Patient details must be entered onto the vial (3 patient identifiers required)


• NVRL laboratory request form completed with the patient and practice details


• Vial and NVRL form inserted into polybag


• Polybag sealed inside small rigid outer box


o This a bespoke yellow box to clearly distinguish GP PCR samples from other samples


GPs will utilise their existing methods of transporting patient samples to the local hospital laboratory to transport the PCR samples and will be provided with all the 


required packaging.


Please note, PCR samples will not be tested in the local laboratory but will be collected by the central logistics partner from the local laboratory 


and brought to NVRL. Collections from the local laboratory will be made once per day, between 3-5pm Monday – Friday.


If a sample arrives at a local laboratory after the daily collection has already been made, it will not be collected for onward transport to NVRL until 


the following working day.







Out of hours and weekend testing


PCR Samples obtained out of hours and at weekends should be sent to the local hospital laboratory on the next working day.


Due to logistical reasons, at weekends and out of hours, it may be more appropriate to administer an Antigen test to obtain an 


immediate sample result.


As sample transport is available Monday to Friday, it is possible 


for GPs to supervise or administer a Rapid Antigen test, as 


required, outside of normal practice hours.


If there is a need to obtain a PCR sample from a patient outside of 


usual practice hours, this sample should be held by the GP until 


the next working day and transported to the local laboratory in 


time for the next central collection (between 3-5pm Monday -


Friday).


As mentioned previously, best practice would recommend the 


referral for the test in Healthlink is not made until the sample has 


actually been taken.







Result reporting


PCR test results will be returned to the GP via Healthlink as per the current pathway, and to the patient via SMS.


The result of a PCR test will be returned to the GP through 


Healthlink, as per the current pathway, and to the individual by 


SMS.


• The result turnaround time (TAT) is generally expected to be within 


48 hours after the sample is sent to the local hospital laboratory


• Increased end-to-end TAT from the sample being taken to the result 


being communicated will arise for any samples taken over the 


weekend, which could be in excess of 72 - 96 hours


• Anticipated delays in TAT may impact the choice of testing modality







GP support


A dedicated HSE GP Liaison team has been established to support GPs with any questions or issues in relation 


to this service. The team can be contacted on 1800 807113 during business hours (9am – 5pm, Monday - Friday)


A dedicated GP Liaison (GPL) team are 


available to support GPs with queries relating to 


this pathway. 


The team are a central point of contact for all 


queries. If the query / issue cannot be resolved 


immediately, the GPL agent will liaise with the 


relevant team within the HSE Test & Trace 


programme. 


The expected resolution time is 1 business day 


but is dependent on the complexity of the query.


When contacting the GPL team, please have as 


much information as possible related to the 


query to expedite resolution. Examples of 


required information are listed on this slide, but 


this is not an exhaustive list.


For the following example queries, please 


have the applicable information to hand at a 


minimum:


PCR Test Kit queries 


(e.g., damaged / missing components)


• Batch/Lot number of faulty PCR kits


• Number of test kits impacted


• Date of initial order and delivery of PCR kits


PCR test results queries 


(e.g., delayed result / failure to return a result)


• Date/Time sample was taken 


and transported to local laboratory


• Name of local hospital laboratory to which 


the sample was sent


• Patient details







Appendix







Sample Antigen kits


Below are examples of the Rapid Antigen Detection Test (RADT) kits to be supplied







Sample PCR kits


Below are examples of the PCR kits to be supplied







GP test request form


Below is an example of the laboratory order form to be completed when sending PCR samples


Sample laboratory 
form


Embedded 
laboratory form


SARS CoV2 


request form







Rigid outer box


Below are the dimensions and photographs of the rigid outer box in which the sample is to be placed
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I would like once again to express the sincere gratitude of the HSE to General Practitioners and their teams for 
their contribution to date and continued support in the management of COVID-19. 
 
Yours sincerely,  

 
Geraldine Crowley,  
Assistant National Director,  
Enhanced Community Care Programme &  
Primary Care Contract  
 


